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JULIAN AFFIRMATION

hat a glorious season Summer is! The seeds

of contemplation have germinated into beautiful blossoms. Watching their growth is a joy and a privilege.
Our authors have created a bouquet of articles for
you. Enjoy!
Designated as the leader or the JTO (Julian Teachings Organization) by June Burke, Saul Srour has
worked tirelessly on preserving and bringing to life
these materials. We thank you Saul for your outstanding contributions and service and for your total commitment and dedication to the Julian Teachings.
Having relinquished your position as the leader of the
JTO we know that you will continue to support and
be involved in it.
We welcome Camille Albrecht and Larry Scheer to
our ROL columnists. They are the new co-leaders of
the Julian Teachings Organization and will be sharing
their thoughts with you on a regular basis. This
month they are introducing to all the Julian Teachings Advisory Board Members.

God is my source of all supply
He does answer my every need!!!
I take the need as seed,
and bring it into desire, which
brings it to fruition and fulfillment.
For I am the seed of the
continuance of the universe.
I am the seed of the continuance of me.

Love, Light and Peace ~ The Editors

I open fully to the nourishment
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Of the potential
Of the evolution of the universe.
So be it!!!!

Copyright © 1986 Saul Srour
Authors: Rev. June K. Burke and the Seraph Julian
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Feature Column by Eleanor Johnson
Hopewell Junction, NY

consciousness the need for nurturing. In this
sign it also encourages emotional stability. Jupiter forms a conjunction in July and August
with the planet Mars, the planet of action. Together they can help us be optimistic about the
future and the possibilities of positive change.

The theme of this issue is ʻBlossoming Seedsʼ.
There is a square dominating the heavens this
year and next year. It is the unpredictable energy of Uranus, the planet of change and upheavel and the transforming energy which is
Pluto. Pluto represents breakdown and rebuilding. Pluto creates breakdown in existing
institutions it also creates changes within ourselves. We may feel reluctant and insecure
about changing patterns within ourselves as
change can represent the unknown. The challenge for us is to embrace the need to release
old patterns of behavior that are detrimental to
our evolvement.

We are being aided by a grand trine in water
signs which offers emotional stability and
understanding making the challenges easier to
work with and overcome. This encourages
stability in the midst of the changes occurring
globally and personally.
In July, the planet Jupiter will go into the sign
of Cancer for a year. Jupiter is expansive and
in this sign it is well placed. It brings to our

Jupiter in July and August makes a trine to Saturn. This placement gives man the ability to
allow practicality and judgment to work together in order to accomplish the goals to create a
more positive future.
Mars is in the sign of Leo during September
and most of October. Mars is a fire energy and
Leo is a fire sign. This combination allows for
an easy flow of the fire energy.
There is enthusiasm and passion with plenty of
vitality and courage.

October gives us a Mercury retrograde. Mercury is in the sign of Scorpio from October
21 through November 10th. This is a very intense as well as a very perceptive energy.

A lunar eclipse begins October 18th at 25
degrees of Aries. This can make for an
impulsive period. Be sure to think before
taking action. Use this energy wisely and
well. This can provide all the energy needed to accomplish our goals and objectives.
Love and Light,
Eleanor
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Blossoming Seeds
By Blanche Duffy, Saugerties, NY
Summer is the perfect time of year for us to evaluate
where we have been and where we are going. We
made it through the season of introspection or winter,
and through the season of rebirth of spring. The
seeds for what we hope to reap have been planted.
Now we are ready for the blossoming of what we
have sown.
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SPIRIT TREE
By Russ Beck - Cupertino, CA
russb54@sbcglobal.net
At the Patagonia, Arizona Workshop with Sam and
Anne Claire 2010.
The warm sun is welcomed by the thirsty earth after
yesterday’s rain.

How many times have we waited patiently for the
winter to end and the time for planting to begin?
When winter has finally given up its ghost and spring
begins to tread in ever so slowly we take great joy in
the thought of planting the first seeds of the season
and feeling the joy of rebirth and renewal. Ever so
slowly the seeds begin to germinate and the tiny
shoots coming out of the ground begin to sprout and
grow. What joy to look at our garden and recognize
the results of our labors! And as we watch the plants
grow and buds appear we feel almost a magical awe
that what we have planted has taken on life an is
growing.

Mother Earth showed her thanks with a variety of
activities; the birds taking turns at the feeder as the
metal wind chimes dance and sing on a gently breeze,
a skunk walks into the view searching for food followed by a road runner at a safe distance.

Our lives replicate the changing of the seasons.
When we are born there is little we can do but recognize that in our infancy we must wait to grow and
attain some degree of independence. As we learn
various lessons and gain some small measure of independence we are allowing the seeds to germinate
within us that will someday grow into blossoming
plants.

The crown of yellow leaves glows brightly and then
expands and surrounds the tree showing me its auric
soul body. I look at lightning and the tree symbols on
my Magus ring and know the bond between myself
and the tree. The spiritual energy held at our spinal
root as it advances on our path as it rises up to our
crown (like kundaini) then covering our being, man
and tree.

Our adult lives are the summer of our existence—the
blossoming of the seeds planted in the spring of our
lives. It is the now for which we have waited! Now
we have the independence to make our own choices
to decide for ourselves what course our lives will
take.
Some of our choices will be wondrous successes in
which we can show the world what beautiful blossoms we have become.. Some of our choices may be
less than spectacular and may leave us wanting to till
them under and plant anew. Some of our choices
may be total disaster that we rip up and throw into the
compost pile.
Still, if we have learned from each experience that
tells us all is not lost. As long as we learn from each
experience - good, bad, or indifferent - we have made
some progress even if the lesson learned is not to repeat that choice.

The “Spirit Trees” new leaves have opened with a
yellow glow as they are touched by the warm
“friendly fire” of the afternoon sun.
A hawk now is hovering as it floats motionless on the
breeze, contemplating the future, then returning to the
East.

What we have wanted and needed is manifested.
The initiation of Fire and Water is complete in Nature
for we are Nature.
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flash in front of him, does that mean that that person went
to the other side and then chose to come back, or died and

The Conscious Mind
LIFE AFTER DEATH (Workshop #301)
Copyright © 1987 Saul Srour
Authors: Rev. June K. Burke and the Seraph Julian
continued from the March 2013 ROL
Q. You said that the decision is ours when we die.
Is that decision made before we enter this life? Is
there a time for all of us?

came back, or what happened?
What happened is, the anxiety.... Let us say your car is
in a skid. In that split second moment, you assume
you're going to die, and you prepare in that split second
to detach, which sets forth the whole life going through
in front of you. Then the car comes to rest in a snow
bank, and you're still alive, and so you realize it wasn't
time. You see? But in that split second, because you
have released in the body all the elements needed to

There is a time for everyone, but please don't get the

have that viewing, out of the fear, the panic, of the mo-

idea that if you have a karmic debt and you pay it off

ment, you go through the first stage, even though you

then you go. If that were the case, many three-year-

don't complete the stage.

olds and four-year-olds would be long gone. The object is, you have an expectancy of life. You

Q.

can cause it to occur beforehand by abuse of the self, or

a call out for help, doesn't that emphasize the help

abuse of the body. There are accidents in which you

that you're going to get back. I made a very strong

make your transition before the plotted time, but you are

plea and it saved me.

aware of that plotted time, and when it is that kind of

Absolutely.

timing, you know it, you know it subliminally, and if you
permit it to rise, you know it consciously. Yes, it is usually predetermined.
It is not predetermined that you say on Tuesday at two
o'clock, Many people who make the decision to stay
will go on to do other things in life, because instinctively, in that awakened state, they had the sense to know it
was time to go back, not to continue on.
Q. Julian, when you said in the transition, you see
your life go past you, and there have been cases
when people have said where they've gotten really
scared and said I saw my whole life flash in front of
me, or just before an accident, or afterwards.
Does this mean that the person who has seen his life

Using that same example, Julian, if you make

Q: I didn't want to go, and I really felt the presence of
some help there.
Whenever you send out that signal, that help is there and
that can help you to know that it is not yet time to made
that decision.
Q: Is it your guardian angel plus guides and other angels?
It is all those who have worked with you, who are
there to give you sustenance at that time.
Q: What about disembodied spirits? I understand that
there are some souls who stay in the Earth plane and
latch on to you.

Those who have no belief in an after world of any kind,
will not latch on, but they will be in the astral plane, and
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they will try very hard to still live in the physi-
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ed, and in the obsession case, it is the person who must
be worked with first to be willing to let go.

cal world, so they will try to talk through someone, or they will try to be in the presence of the

Q. How about suicides, Julian? We've heard that kar-

house they used to live in, because they haven't

micly this is not a wise choice.

accepted that they don't belong there any more,
and because they have no idea where they do be-

Suicide is not a wise choice in this sense, that if you are

long, they have no place to go, so it's like hanging

in a suicidal act, you are moving yourself away from that

out on the corner, sort of thing. They stay where

which you're facing for soul growth. Maybe your own

they think that's their only life.

decisions along the way have gotten you into a space

Q. (This had to do with someone having demons
driven out)

where you don't know how to cope any more and you

Let me say something. Nine-tenths of possession is

They are worked with in my side, and as we speak of the

obsession, people obsessed with the idea that

various jobs on my side a little later, you will see that

they're being possessed, and manifesting it in them-

one of them is to work with suicides to bring that spirit

selves. Those one or two legitimate
cases that occur in that eight versus
ten, so to speak, are very often confused spirits trying to live through
another person, trying to again be

decide it's time to end it. But a suicide is never lost.

to its potential again, so that it can know

“You will take upon
yourself the decision
making for the future of
your world. . “

that it must go back another time and
redirect those energies in a positive way,
but they are not lost, they are worked
with constantly.

able to do the physical things they
wanted to do, and so a person who never drank

Q. I had just heard that sometimes it might take several

might decide they want a drink, you see, that sort of

lifetimes then to go back because it wasn't met the first

thing. Then they have to be helped to let that spirit

time and therefore, it became increasingly difficult.

know where it's supposed to be and let the spirit
who has been invaded know that it must take con-

If you knew all the things you don't meet in one lifetime,

trol of it. But every case you hear of so-called pos-

you'd give up. Everyone makes a choice to come back to

session is not possession, it is the obsession. It is

answer some need or some growth, but it's all.... You

much easier for a parent to say my child does these

know, you have a tendency to look on it in your world as

horrible things because he's possessed, than to say,

labor, but in reality it's growth. You're gaining from it, so

this child needs a good discipline. It is much easier

it isn't looked on quite the same from my side. My side

for someone who doesn't want to discipline them-

sees that it's kind of a good thing.

selves not to do things to say, something makes
me do it, the devil made me do it. That's what
they say. So they use this possession as an excuse. In either case, there's a great chaos creat-

(to be continued in next Ring Of Light)
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A SHORT TRIBUTE TO JULIAN
by Audrey Jonsson - Florida & Sweden
Julian is gone ………
But his words linger on….
I have learnt so much
As I felt his touch.
As I have followed his path
And taken his lead….
I come to realize that I have
Everything that I need.

Blossoming Seeds of Self
By Renee Salvatori - Wheeling, West Virginia
A protected seed finally making its first appearance, like a curtain opened to its awaiting audience.
This flourishing seed showing its riches in the form of a little green sprout or bud.
Great anticipation and excitement in this stage of development or peek-period.
Like a bird egg that exhibits cracks on its shell, followed by a beak and feathers.
Like the surprising Jack-in-the-box popping out after many turns of the crank.
Or the heated corn kernels bursting forth into something fluffy and edible.
How about the tightly coiled spring being released of its tension to freedom.
And the bulging womb that finally unveils its awaited secret with a glorious birth.
The nourished human soul advances too and slowly blooms into one of its own firsts.
All the above mentioned could take days, weeks, months or years.
We don’t sit idly by waiting. It would be like watching the proverbial pot boil.
We don’t have sped up film footage of our sprouting soul like a flower blooming or the chick hatching.
But, we see it in real time. We feel its changes overtake us in our anticipated patience.
We come into a new self many times. We flower into who we are and ripen daily.
We experience our own budding, freedom, release, anticipation, excitement, and a birth of sorts.
Transformational experiences are our own personal blossoming seeds of self.
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COMMUNITY ANNOUNCEMENT
Julian Teachings Online Classes
Fall 2013 Schedule
Have you wanted to explore the Julian teachings in greater depth, but thought your busy schedule or physical distance
created a barrier? We invite you to study the Julian materials, and connect with spiritually minded people, from the
comfort of your home!
Self Discovery: An introduction to the Julian Teachings
Self Discovery: An Introduction to the Julian Teachings in a six-session course that gives you an overview of the
Julian teachings, and is the prerequisite course in preparation for working with the Self-Awareness classes. This
course, designed around Julian’s book, Self-Discovery& Manifestation, gives you a deeper understanding of the Julian teachings by introducing you to Julian’s view of the universe, and your spititual relationship to it.
We meet every two weeks. Each group session lasts about 60-75 minutes by web conferencing, and revolves around
a discussion topic and teach guided meditation and exercises.
Class dates: Saturday, September 14th and meets every second Saturday for six classes
Class Time: 10am PST/ 6 pm ET / 7pm CET
Class Fee: $12
Instructor: Nicholas Theo
Sign up for the course: courses@julianteachings.com
Fundamentals of Soul Astrology
From 1976 - 2004 , in a series of readings, the Seraph Julian dictated from the Ancient Ones the material on soul
astrology; how to read and understand the chart from the perspective of the soul. Today, the soul astrology material
is a body of work that includes the insights and contributions from noted astrology Isabel Hickey, June Burke, Frank
Wharton, and Nicholas Theo.
This monthly 90 minute online class will present your with the fundamentals of soul astrology, wich then guides you
to discover your own birth chart’s spiritual potential. You will come to recognize your talents and abilities as well as
these challenges from the perspective of your soul choice for growth and experience.
Prerequisite: A basic understanding of astrology.
Class Dates: Saturday, September 7 and meets every month.
Class Time: 10am PT/ 1pm ET/ 6pm BT/ 7pm CET
Class Fee: $12
Instructor: Nicholas Theo
Sign up for the course: courses@julianteachings.com
Continued on page 8
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Dear Julian Community,
We’d like to introduce you to the Julian Teachings Advisory Board and share with you the biographical information each of them wrote. You’ll see that we have a talented experienced and motivated
group to work with!
In the next issue of the Ring of Light, we plan to share with your what accomplishments the Board
has made since its inception and what our immediate plans are.
As always, we welcome your questions, comments and observations.
Love and Light
Larry Scheer

and Camille Albrecht

larry@tarot.xs.com

Camille@camillebrecht.com

WELCOME TO THE JULIAN TEACHING ADVISORY BOARD
From Saul Srour
Saul has been an active member of the Julian Community since 1976. He attended the second
public lecture in NYC (1976) and he made learning and spreading the teachings of Reverend June
K. Burke and the Seraphy Julian his life’s work. Julian confirmed that in this lifetime, as in many
others, Saul was asked to work with June and Julian to spread Universal Spiritual Teachings. He
accepted this responsibility with respect and honor. He has intimately come to know their vast
teachings, ans as such, Julian qualified Saul as a teacher of the Julian disciplines. In addition, Saul
was privately tutored by June and Julian for many years in preparation for his role as the guardian of their teaching
material after June’s transformation.
Saul was blessed to become very close to June Burke and her husband Bill. They often spent weekends, holidays and
vacations together. He came to know June and Bill,and subsequently, Julian as beloved teachers and friends. This
friendship spanned over 30 years of laughter and love. Over the many years of their association, Saul was instrumental
in assisting June and Julian in many facets of their teachings including; publishing and distributing their books and
booklets, facilitating most of the public lectures, coordinating taping and distributing materials from public lectures
and TE, Magus and Development classes.
After June's transition, Saul accepted June and Julian's request that he assume the responsibility as the guardian of all
the June and Julian material. This massive undertaking includes organizing, digitalizing & archiving the teachings. In
addition, he works to spread the teachings and has established the website www.julianteachings.com. Saul also maintains and facilitates the daily email Healing List, www.healings7@gmail.com and maintains the Ring Of Light
(julianteachings.com/resources/ring-of-light-newsletters/ ) newsletter list which further illustrates his commitment to
being of service to our community and healing throughout the planet.
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From Linda Scheer
I I have a Bachelors in Business Administration; M.S. in Vocational Rehabilitation. I keep my California Teaching Credential current. I taught in the San Mateo County Office of Education Special
Education Division as a Vocational Specialist for 17 years. In that career I developed a vocational
training and placement program for students with severe disabilities. I began practicing Tai Chi in
1988 and started teaching the art in 1995.
I met Larry Scheer and other members of Sam Holland’s meditation group at Asilomar, California
in February of 1982. I began attending Sam's Monday night meditation group shortly after the
meeting at Asilomar. I became acquainted with June and Julian at the first Julian workshop in California. Larry and
Archie Mulvena arranged for June to come to California in October 1982. I studied the Transition Energy with Julian,
Development with Julian, and Practical Magus with June and Julian. Larry and I were authorized by June and Julian
to begin teaching Development classes in 1994 and Practical Magus in 1996. Over the years, Larry and I hosted June
in our home when she came to California to do workshops. I currently teach Tai Chi classes full time throughout the
Peninsula and South San Francisco Bay area in California. I have been on the Advisory Board since its inception, and
I continue to assist Camille and Larry.
From Anne Claire Venemans
I have always had a mystical approach toward nature and life in general. I have used this perspective in my Mystical Jewelry since 1984. I met Sam Holland in 1994 and it didn’t take long for me to
get introduced to and extremely interested in June and Julian’s precious teachings. I am a qualified
teacher of TE and to teach Mystical Magus reviews. I also teach classes and workshops that work
with the universal energies in a very practical way, making each workshop an exploration of self
and your personal spiritual path. As you learn more about yourself, you will find it easier to gain
greater balance in your life.
I have had the opportunity to be taught by Julian on the meaning of shapes and symbols, both in the energy seals Julian gave, as well as in divination, which led me to develop the ‘Symbol Discs, an Ancient Shamanic Way to Gain Insight’.
I use all I have learned from June and Julian in the unique pieces of Mystical Jewelry I create. I draw personal Empowerment Mandalas. I co-authored “Sacred Spaces and their Universal Connection”, and twice a week I post in my
blog ‘Thinking out Loud’.
I am interested in June and Julian’s precious teachings. I am a qualified teacher of TE and to teach Mystical Magus
reviews. I also teach classes and workshops that work with the universal energies in a very practical way, making
each workshop an exploration of self and your personal spiritual path. As you learn more about yourself, you will find
it easier to gain greater balance in your life.
From Nick Theo
My introduction to the Julian teachings occurred as an 18-year-old college student living in Virginia Beach. Since then, I studied all facets of the Julian teachings, and attended lectures and workshops Julian taught in New York, California, and other areas. In 1983, I joined the New York Development group of which I was member until June’s passing. In 1987, and for a number of years
afterwards, June instructed me further on those Saturday evenings following a Development class.
This period included working with Miriam Chandler on transcribing classes and putting together
Continued on page 10
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course material from the Julian books and lectures. In 1992, I taught the first Self-Discovery course in Virginia. One
year later, I began teaching the Development class in Virginia that later bonded as the Atlantic Circle in 2003. In 1999,
I met Frank Wharton, who since 1975, worked with Julian on soul astrology. Under Julian’s guidance, Frank taught
Camille, Lynn Chandler, and me the soul astrology materials. Since Frank’s passing in late 2002, I continue the administration and ongoing research of the soul astrology material.
The lifelong friendships formed with June, Bill, Julian, and the rest of our community is of great value to me. We truly
were blessed by what we witnessed. Today, I am a teacher of the Development and Self-Awareness classes as well as
soul astrology.
I was raised in a household that had an association to the Cayce materials that most likely sustained my “awareness” of
intuitive and elemental energies. There is a lifelong relationship with the A.R.E./Edgar Cayce Foundation and Atlantic
University and its people. From this association, since my youth, I have the rare opportunity to meet with and know
many of the authors, teachers, and thinkers of New Thought. At age 15, I began my study in astrology. In addition, my
interests lie in Western mysticism, its associated history, and transpersonal psychology.
Professionally, my background is in operations and strategic management, which since 1999 is in the higher education
industry. My undergraduate degree is in management and leadership with a focus on non-profit management. Currently, I am pursuing graduate work on adult education and digital learning.

From Denny Brown
I'm a relative newcomer to the Julian crowd and the most recent addition to the Advisory Board.
Larry Scheer introduced me to June and Julian in the mid-90's. Saul invited me to join the Advisory Board in 2009.
I was raised Catholic, attending a Catholic grade school in St. Paul, Minnesota. I graduated from
Cretin High School, a boys, Catholic, military high school in 1964. I turned down an appointment to the Air Force
Academy to enter a Catholic seminary. That lasted all of 6 months. I left the seminary, and effectively shed my Catholic indoctrination. I went on a "God fast" for a few years. The late 60's and early 70's were good for that kind of thing.
While at Stanford for grad school in Computer Science, I took a seminar called "Human Potential" led by Willis Harmon, who later founded the Institute of Noetic Sciences. That class re-ignited my interest in metaphysics and spirituality. For many years, I explored those topics on my own. I read things like the biographies of Edgar Cayce and books
based on his readings. I taught myself self-hypnosis. I explored people like Dick Sutphen, a clinical hypnotherapist,
who produced books and training materials on past life therapy and self-hypnosis.
From 1976-1981, I was Associate Chairman of the Computer Science Department at Stanford. I managed most of the
teaching functions of the department, as well as many of the faculty committees. I developed and taught many of the
undergraduate programming courses.
In 1982, I left academia to take a job with a startup company whose mission was to commercialize Expert Systems, a
type of Artificial Intelligence software. I learned about the software business at Teknowledge and Coherent Thought.
In 1990, I co-founded Expert Support with Jan Clayton and my wife, Jake Brown, Larry Scheer and I worked
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together at Expert Support for a few years before we discovered our mutual interest in metaphysics. It took a while before Larry introduced me to June and Julian at one of the west coast workshops in the mid-90s. In January 2006, Larry
started teaching a Self Awareness class based on the original Development series. In late 2010, we completed that series and I am now certified by Larry to teach the Self-Awareness (aka Development) series of classes. I have not made
the commitment to teach that class … yet.
Since late 2010, I have continued taking the rest of the Development series with Larry, starting with lesson 200.
I was invited to speak at the 12th Gathering in 2009 in Monterey. I led a session on "Inspiring Business: a Confluence
of Spirit & Business". Later that year, Saul invited me to join the Advisory board.
The energy I bring to the Advisory Board is expansive. I would like to see the Julian Community grow to be dramatically bigger (in terms of number of individuals exposed the the Julian Teachings), younger (in terms of the average age
of community members), and more engaged (in terms of the way the community interacts with one another). I would
like to see the Julian Teachings have greater impact on more people over the next 5 to 20 years.

Brief Biographies of Presenters For the 16th Annual Julian
continued from page 14

Barry Burken: The Seven Hermetic Laws
Barry has been fortunate to have experienced several life changing experiences that introduced him to a path of Spirit
and Self Discovery. One of the most significant of these experiences was meeting June Burke and Julian in 1980.
Barry says that the classes and training he received redefined his life and infused it with an underlying sense of joy
and purpose.
Adele Lederman M.S., RN, R.HYP: Healer
Adele has been a student and teacher of the Julian Healing Techniques since 1971. She has facilitated workshops in
Healing Techniques, co-authored a Handbook of Julian Healing Techniques, taught Spiritual Awareness as well as
seeing those people seeking improvement in their mental, physical and spiritual lives.

John Svirsky: Meditation
John has been a student of June/Julian since 1980 using his psychic and channelling gifts as a reader and teacher in
helping himself and others to live a life that is Happy, Joyous and Free.Living from a God Conscious plane of
understanding. His readings help each soul connect to their soul purpose, why they have chosen to incarnate this life
time and help connect to their spirit guides and Angels. John helps souls cross to other dimensions of light and
where appropriate helps them release from the Maya of this plane.
Jeanne Livingston: Altar Setup
Jeanne Livingston, (John Svirsky's partner), gratefully received many insightful and healing readings with Julian from
1985 on. Later she joined June's development class in La Grangeville, N.Y. Having been a successful Interior Designer for 36 years in New York she spoke at a gathering on her method of "Decorating with Astrology". June endorsed her book "Brother Lion, words of inspiration from a spirit guide" which was published in 1987.

Contact Us……

We thank each and everyone of you for your financial
support that allows us to bring the Ring of Light to you.

The Ring of Light is a periodic publication serving
the Julian Community. A $10.00 US annual contribution on your part will cover the cost of your
newsletter! Make checks payable to Dan Walton.
This newsletter is a tool to connect our community. It is your tool to share and use ideas, activities and creative works. Thanks to the many
contributors.

2013 Contributors

Address Changes Notify:
Saul Srour s77aul@yahoo.com
Copyright:
It should be noted that all Julian quotes and writings
appearing in this newsletter are copyright (c) Saul
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Next Issue Theme: “Blossoming Seeds”
Newsletter Submissions—How to ! 5/27/13
For entries larger than 25 words, please submit a
text file in electronic form. Send us a 3.5” computer disk or electronic contribution to:

ROL via E-MAIL!

Dan & Nancy Walton
306 Seaview Drive
Benicia, CA 94510

If you prefer an electronic version please contact us via our

What a novel idea!
warrendaniel34@yahoo.com

Benicia, CA 94510
306 Seaview Drive
c/o Dan & Nancy Walton
A Newsletter of the Julian Community
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16th Annual Julian Gathering
October 25 – 27, 2013
Garden Plaza Hotel
(Formerly the Holiday Inn)
503 Washing ton Avenue
Kingston, New York
A Friendly Reminder!
Time is running short for registering for The Gathering. We need deposits by July 31 st and
full payment by August 31st.
Please, Please, Please…if you are thinking about coming please send in your deposits/
payments as soon as possible.
We have a really terrific lineup of presenters - any one of whom would be enough to make The
Gathering a great success, but all together it will be an outstanding event!
So…hope to see many of you at The Gathering in October!
Please send your completed registration and check to:
The Gathering
Post Office Box 93
Malden, New York 12453
If you have questions/problems please call;
Blanche Duffy, 845-246-4998, or e-mail bduffy@hvc.rr.com

See you in October!

Namaste!
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Camille Albrecht: Speaker
LBSW, has over 30 years experience as a professional astrologer, medium and kabbalist. She is channel for guides,
angelic force and inner teachers, including the Master Teacher, Aca'u. Camille has a rich history in spiritual studies
and teaches classes throughout the country in self development, astrology and metaphysics. She is a certified teacher
of the Julian Studies, including Self Development, Working Magus, the Soul Seal and Manifestation Techniques.
Camille and her husband, Richard Grescowle were appointed by June and Julian to be the guardians of the Julian
Teachings should Saul Srour no longer be able to fulfill that responsibility. In April, 2013, Camille and Larry Scheer
agreed to co-lead the Julian Teachings Organization.
Larry Scheer: Speaker
Larry has a day job as a software developer in Silicon Valley, California. He has worked with the teachings of the
Seraph Julian and June Burke for over 35 years. He is the co-leader with Camille Albrecht of the Julian community and Julian Teachings organization. He has been teaching the Development classes and Practical Magus Classes for over 15 years. He currently is teaching Development and Tarot classes. He has certified seven teachers to
teach the Self Awareness Series. His book Tarot: A Bridge on the Road to Life was published in 2012.
Ralph Thiel: Speaker
Have studied electromagnetic energy for over 30yrs. Have presented energy workshops in several areas of the United States. For the past 25 years I have performed readings regarding the influences of electromagnetic energy for
hundreds of people and continue to do so on a daily basis. I have had the pleasure of making presentations to the Julian Group on three occasions. I am a certified Kundalini instructor and a certified Meditation instructor.
Roberta Costisick: Speaker
My interest In herbs started in the early 1980's. I learned what I could on my own, coupled with my nutrition classes in college. Then I began taking classes in California and Arizona with nutritionist and herbalists to add to my
foundation of the herbal knowledge. I have studied and expanded my knowledge ever since. I met June in the late
80's and it is a day I will never forget. I walked into her house for a reading and I looked at her and we just hugged.
She said "welcome home, it is good to see you again". In the reading she gave me she invited my into her class. A
day that changed my life.
Renate Hume: Speaker
She started with music, detoured to Pharmaceutical studies, leading into an intense search for answers in esoteric
teachings. What ultimately resonated most were June/Julian's teachings in 1974. She became a Julian Method Instructor in 1981. In 1984 she started to certify students in TEA (Transformational Energy Alignment). A Reiki
master with degrees in Hypnotherapy, she attained a master in Neurolinguistic Programming in Switzerland. Interested in Jungian thinking, she began to collect many tools to be able to communicate the importance and value of
the teachings of ancient wisdom, regarding them as the foundation for a harmonious life. After retiring from doing
workshops in Europe and the US and at the Taos Institute of Arts in Taos, NM. In 2004 she relocated to California. As artist in residence at a 5 Diamond resort she created sessions for guests, among them "Personal Mandala
Readings". It seemed that the lessons of her life had come together in that experience, a tool for helping others on
their journey of self discovery.
Continued on page 11

